Recently network function virtualization has been proposed to execute virtual network functions (VNF) on software middle-boxes hosted on commodity servers (substrate nodes). Normally, a request needs to invoke several VNFs in a particular order. As we know, activating and running a substrate node comes at a certain energy cost, and deploying a service chain requires several open substrate nodes which lead to high energy consumption. Furthermore, the deployment of service chains also needs to consume bandwidth resource on a substrate network. After embedment of some service chains, the substrate network may consist of many links with fragmented remaining resources that are too little to be utilized by any other requests. The nodes resources than cannot be fully utilized and are expended quickly, which causes low resources utilization. Since the resources of the physical network are limited, due to their faster consumption, the acceptance ratio remains very low. In this paper, we aim to investigate the problem of high energy consumption, low resources utilization and low acceptance ratio in embedment concurrently. To tackle this problem, we consider deploying service chains on splitted paths to utilize the fragmented resources and minimize the number of open nodes to save the energy consumption. To minimize the number of open nodes, we first formulate the embedment of a service chain as a mixed integer linear program with binary constraints on nodes and continuous constraints on flows. For the purpose of supporting an operation of max-cut that support splitted paths, we consider constructing a network flow model by setting the cost weight based on the state of the nodes. Then, we devise service chains constrained Min-Cost Flow (SC-MCF) Algorithm to find an optimal splitted path with minimal cost weight. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments based on two real topologies EasyNet and GrNet. The experiments show that our proposed SC-MCF Algorithm decreases the number of open nodes and increases the acceptance ratio while saving the resources in the long run.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [1] has recently been proposed as a transformation from hardwares to software middle-boxes (virtual machines/VMs) [2] . NFV enables the VNF (virtual network function/virtual nodes) to be implemented on software middle-boxes flexibly, instead of on expensive hardware devices [3] . Traditionally, a network The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Heng Zhang. service chain consists of several VNFs in a particular order, which is known as network service chaining [4] . The service chain (SC) embedding, with constraints on virtual nodes and virtual links [5] , [6] , needs to find a path along which a flow traverses through physical machines hosting the VNF in a particular order on a substrate network. After determining the placement of service chains, the substrate network needs to assign appropriate amount of resource including CPU capacity and bandwidth capacity to them according to their demands.
The flexibility of NFV allows that multiple of service chain requests with different structures and resource demands embed on a common substrate network. The requests served by the substrate network need to consume the energy and network resource, while the substrate network has limited resources. After some service chains embedding, there are two possibilities: (a) The substrate network remains with enough resource; For satisfying the new request that arrives, the network will provide a route path and desirable amount of resources to that request. Some of the closed nodes will be activated to play a role of a certain type of VNF, although there are some open nodes that can host it. The network needs more energy to keep all service chain running. (b) The substrate network remains with a small amount of bandwidth capacity. The remaining bandwidth resource is referred to fragmented resource and it is not enough for the bandwidth requirement of any service chain. At this point, even though the node which is at the end of the edge with fragmented bandwidth capacity has VNF capacity and enough CPU capacity to play the VNF, the service chain will be rejected due to the limited bandwidth capacity. When this service chain is being rejected, the fragmented resources are also being wasted as they are not being utilized. The resource utilization and the acceptance ratio then remain very low. Thus, the employment of service chains with high performance, without optimizing the fragmented resources, remains a great challenge, due to the problems of high energy consumption and low resources utilization.
Firstly, employing a service chain without energy saving consideration might consume a large amount of energy unnecessarily. A substrate network may ignore the open nodes, while some service chains may need to activate many nodes and consume bandwidth on embedded paths in order to satisfy the demands. Intuitively, different service chains requesting for the same VNF or different VNFs which can be hosted by one substrate node can share the common open substrate node that host the VNF, as long as the CPU capacity of the node is sufficient to support their demands. However, there are many service chains placed on closed nodes without considering the open nodes, even though there are some open nodes which can host the VNFs requested, which leads to unnecessary energy consumption. Thus, we can save some energy by reusing the open substrate nodes as much as possible and avoid unnecessary activation of the nodes that are off. The principle we adopt is that we give priority to the open nodes, by giving them a relatively large weight. To reduce the number of open nodes, we only activate some closed nodes when the present open nodes can not meet the requirements.
Secondly, there are so many fragments of remained resource, hence the resource utilization is very low. Many employments [10] , [12] consider assigning a service chain to a single substrate path, then the network remains with a lot of fragmented sources that can not be utilized. A request will be rejected, when the bandwidth resources of a single path do not satisfy the bandwidth constraints of a service chain, even though the combined remained fragmented resources of the network can satisfy those constraints. Meaning that there is actually a splitted path that can satisfy the constraints of the request.
Thirdly, the acceptance ratio of the service chains is low. Mapping a service chain to a single path while ignoring the utilization of the fragmented resources leads to a situation where we are forced to activate the off nodes to service the requests. This eventually results in network resources being consumed very quickly. At the same time, the utilization of resources is very low. This will happen often, when the old service chains have been served and have not left, the network has consumed large chunks of resources and cannot serve new requests with the fragmented resources, especially when there is a resource shortage, hence the low acceptance ratio.
In this paper, we propose an embedment scheme with better correlation between saving energy, improving resources utilization and acceptance ratio by devising a path-splitted and energy efficient embedding algorithm. In this algorithm, we employ the service chains to splitted paths to maximize the resources utilization and minimize the number of open nodes on embedded paths to reduce the energy consumption. Before embedment, we propose dividing a service chain into several SC segments and construct an augmented network to employ these SC segments. By doing so, we further facilitate the consideration of reusing open nodes and coordinate the nodes and links mapping. Based on this process, we formulate the embedding on an augmented network as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) with binary constraints on nodes and continuous constraints on flows. In order to simplify the MILP, we develop a SC-MCF Algorithm to deploy the service chain to a splitted path with the minimal cost weight. In the preparation of the algorithm, we label each substrate node with on or off state as cost weight and construct a network flow model based on the augmented network. Our key contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose to divide a service chain into several segments called service chain (SC) segments to maximize the reuse of open nodes for one service chain. Each SC segment may be a virtual edge. We also construct an augmented network by appending these SC segments to substrate network. This ensures that finding a path with nodes and links mapping is equivalent to path selection on augmented network, therefore simplifying dealing with two mappings simultaneously.
• We formulate the embedding service chains on an augmented network as a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) with binary constraints on nodes and continuous constraints on flows. We minimize the number of open nodes to save energy and set the flow variable as continuous so that the embedded path is splitted to utilize the fragmented resource on the object function of the program.
• We construct a network flow model based on an augmented network to enable the augmented network topology to support the operation of max-cut which is fit to splitted paths in network flow model. Firstly, we design the algorithm by using two bidirectional directed edges on network model to represent an undirected edge on augmented network, the bandwidth capacity of each edge on augmented network act as the capacity of each edge on network flow model. Then we convert a node with on or off state to two nodes in which one presents the come-in node and the other presents the come-out node, and one directed edge from the come-in node to the come-out node with cost weight. We set higher cost weight for closed nodes and lower cost weight for open nodes.
• We propose a SC-MCF Algorithm using cost weight representing the state of nodes to complete the embedment on an augmented path. We find a splitted path with the minimal cost weight to minimize the number of open nodes. In this algorithm, we adopt the Edmonds-Karp algorithm which includes cycle canceling and path augmenting. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the related work. Following that, Section III formalizes the network model, the VN embedding problem itself and proposed substrate network augmentation. In Section IV, we provide the optimal MILP formulation for the VN embedding problem using substrate network augmentation. We propose a SC-MCF Algorithm to solve the splitted path and energy efficient employment in Section V. Our design is evaluated via simulations in Section VI. Section VII concludes this work.
II. RELATED WORK
Reducing the investment cost from energy and resources is a common goal for all embedding algorithms in Network Function Virtualization. Generally, the embedding of a service chain involves two mappings of virtual nodes and virtual links. Many research works in the literature were achieved by optimizing these two parts. The authors in [10] , [12] proposed a shortest path algorithm to complete links mapping after nodes mapping. The employment methods in these research works only focused on preselecting nodes mapping without considering its relation to the links mapping and ignoring the use of fragmented resources, leading to very little or no improvement in resources utilization. In [3] , [8] , and [16] the authors considered nodes and links embedding coordinately, and formulated the embedding problem as a Mixed Integer Linear Program to optimize the scheduling decisions. However, they only considered balancing the mappings without further improving the resources utilization. Some fragmented bandwidth resources still could not be utilized, hence wasting a sizable amount of resources.
As for the resource utilization, the authors in [11] considered re-optimizing the utilization of the substrate network resources after the first employment to save resources. Reference [9] considered calculating an optimum reuse rate of physical nodes and links to balance usage of resources. To further exploit the fragmented resources, a splitted path is considered for embedding a service chain.
Reference [7] , [11] , [15] proposed using multi-commodity flow algorithms to get a splitted path solution, which got some improvements in increasing resources utilization. However, some VNFs in one request could have shared the same substrate nodes, not only in different requests. More energy consumption was caused by assigning some VNFs to different substrate nodes.
There are fewer algorithms for saving energy consumption. The authors in [13] and [29] tried to reduce the number of servers to reduce energy consumption. Reference [13] proposed the dynamic VNF orchestration and devised a heuristic algorithm to solve it. Even though the number of open nodes is low, state turning for nodes still wastes some energy. By simply considering the use of nodes we may increase the consumption of bandwidth resources as in [17] . Reference [26] and [27] used an ILP and a heuristic algorithm to determine the resource allocation of virtual requests placement, aiming at minimizing the amount of consumed energy. Reference [25] devised a Markov approximation algorithm to minimize the total cost incurred in the system, without consideration for resources utilization and acceptance ratio. To reduce the energy consumption in embedment of requests, Soualah et al. [24] focused on minimizing the total PMs and network switches energy consumption. In [28] an energyaware VNF placement method for geographically distributed cloud data centers is proposed Eramo et al. [30] proposed a scheme that exploited three different algorithms to perform the VNF placement, the service chain routing and the VNF migration in response to changing workload. Energy saving in other areas have also been studied in the literature [18] - [23] . Although they propose resource allocation mechanisms to reduce the energy consumption during data transmission, they do not consider the issues in network function embedding which is the focus of this paper.
Our work differs from these above mentioned research works in the following way: we study efficient energy utilization and how to improve resource utilization in the context of service chain embedding. Our work proposes an online path-splitted and energy efficient embedding solution for the problem of high energy consumption and decrease the use of resources with consideration of nodes and links mapping simultaneously. We formulate it as a Mixed Integer Linear Program to minimize the number of open nodes on an augmented network and design a SC-MCF Algorithm that considers finding a splitted path with the minimal energy cost weight.
III. NETWORK AND SYSTEM MODELS A. SUBSTRATE NETWORK
We model a substrate network as an undirected graph and denote it as G = (N s , E s ), where N s is a set of substrate nodes and E s is a set of substrate links. Each substrate link e s ∈ E s is associated with a bandwidth capacity c(e s ). Each substrate node n s ∈ N s is associated with a CPU capacity c(n s ) and a VNF capacity set K n s . As we all know, each substrate node can host multiple VMs and each VM can host one type of VNF in a certain collection, which means that each substrate node has the ability to host multiple types of VNFs. In our model, we involve 10 types of VNFs, and denote all types as set K = {F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , . . . , F 10 }. K n s = {F 1 , . . . , F j |10 ≥ j ≥ 1} denotes the VNF types collection capacity of substrate node n s , called VNF capacity of n s . For convenience, we use a matrix M to denote the VNF capacity of all nodes in substrate network as shown below. The value of each element of matrix M is a binary variable, M (i, j) = 1 indicates that the i th substrate node can host the j th VNF. 
B. NETWORK SERVICE CHAIN
We denote the set of service chains by S, where each service chain s x ∈ S requests for going through a chain of VNFs s x 1 , s x 2 , s x 3 , . . . s x z (s x 1 is the head of s x and s x z is the tail of s x ), in which s x y represents the y th VNF of the x th service chain. There are |s x | VNFs in s x . The virtual node s x y has CPU capacity demand c(s x y ), VNF type demand F x y , and the virtual link(s x y , s x y+1 ) between s x y and s x y+1 has bandwidth capacity demand b(s x y , s x y+1 ). We assume that the orders and types of virtual nodes in a service chain have been determined. Each virtual node has an attribute denoting the VNF type that it must achieve. F x y is the type of VNF of the virtual node s x y , If
We set o x and t x as the virtual source node and virtual destination node of a service chain s x , respectively. We let m(o x , t x ) denote the substrate embedded path that the virtual link (o x , t x ) is embedded on. The embedded path m(o x , t x ) can be a single path or a splitted path which satisfies the demands of s x . If we denote P as a path on network, the bandwidth of P is denoted by b(P). The value of b(P) is the minimum of bandwidth of all substrate edges along path P.
D. AUGMENTED GRAPH
In order to consider nodes mapping and links mapping simultaneously, we construct an augmented substrate graph [10] before service chain assignment and we will complete the assignment based on an augmented network graph.
Firstly, we divide a service chain s x into (|s x | − 1) service chain segments (SC segments) as shown in Fig.2 (b) . As we can see, a service chain consists of |s x | virtual nodes and (|s x | − 1) virtual edges connecting every two adjacent nodes. To further reusing the open nodes and simplify the embedment problem, we take a different approach which iterates over all set partitions of the service chain into subsets of VNFs, which are called service chain (SC) segments with a size of virtual nodes. We set the number of nodes in each SC segment as two. Accurately, each SC segment is a virtual edge of a service chain, the adjacent segments share a common node. For a service chain with |s x | nodes and (|s x | − 1) virtual edges, we can cut it into (|s x | − 1) SC segments. All SC segments divided from s x can be denoted by a set seg x . A SC segment is denoted as seg x y ∈ seg x , y ∈ {1, |s x | − 1}, and the seg x y is equal to virtual edge (s x y , s x y+1 ) consisting of the y th VNF, the (y + 1) th VNF and the virtual link between them in service chain s x . We denote o x y as the source of seg x y and t x y as the destination of seg x y . For all service chains arrived, we cut them into multiple SC segments and gather all SC segments from the same service chain into a collection.
Secondly, we contribute candidate-substrate-node sets for source node and tail node of all SC segments according to its capacity constraints as proposed in [8] . After dividing a service chain into SC segments, deployment of a service chain has been changed into deployments of a set of endto-end SC segments. Since each virtual node s x y ∈ s x has VNF capacity and CPU capacity constraints on its placement, we can create one cluster for each virtual nodes s x y in the substrate network based on the available capacity of a network and constraints of a virtual node. We denote such a cluster by (s x y ) and call it candidate-substrate-node set (s x y ), the nodes picked from substrate network to candidatesubstrate-node set (s x y ) are satisfied with the VNF demands and CPU demands of s x y . Therefore, each virtual node will corresponds to a candidate-substrate-node set. Most of the time, there will be an intersection set between all candidatesubstrate-node sets where the nodes can serve for multiple of different virtual nodes. In this step, we create two candidatesubstrate-node sets (o x y ) and (t x y ) for every SC segment.
Thirdly, after constructing candidate-substrate-node sets (o x y ) and (t x y ) of segment seg x y , we append virtual source node o x y and destination node t x y to a substrate network as augmented-nodes µ(s x y ), then connect the augmented-nodes o x y (t x y ) with all nodes in correspondent candidate-substrate-node sets (o x y ) ( (t x y )) as augmentedlinks (µ(o x y ), n s ) ( (µ(t x y ), n s )). After dealing with SC segment seg x y , we will move on to segment seg x y+1 , |s x |−1 ≥ (y+1), until we complete the service chain s x . Then the substrate network, augmented-links E s and augmentednodes N s jointly make up an augmented network graph G s . The process is shown in Fig. 3 .
Candidate Node Set: Fig.2(a) . The service chain s 0 has been divided into 3 SC segments seg 0 0 = {a, b}, seg 0 1 = {b, c}, seg 0 2 = {c, d}, the VNFs a,b,c and d request for VNF F 2 , F 5 , F 3 andF 7 as shown in Fig.2(b Fig.3 . In Fig.3 , we use dotted lines and dotted circles to represent the augmented-links and augmented-nodes respectively. We also use different color lines to represent VOLUME 7, 2019 the different SC segments. After the employment procedure, the optimum solution can be what is shown in Fig. 4 , where the employed path is denoted by solid line. In this manner, we achieve the concurrent consideration for relation between nodes and links mapping.
E. OBJECTIVE
Our main interest in this paper is to propose an online pathsplitted and energy efficient service chain embedding algorithm. The goal is to save the energy, decrease resources consumption and improve the acceptance ratio in embedding. Thus, we define the objective as to minimize the number of open nodes in a Mixed Integer Linear Programm, where the state of the node is denoted by binary variable and the amount of the flow on the path is denoted by continuous variable. Any service chain s x in set S has |s x | VNFs, including s x 1 , s x 2 , s x 3 ..., then the SC segments will be: seg x 1 (s x 1 , s x 2 ), seg x 2 (s x 2 , s x 3 ), seg x 3 (s x 3 , s x 4 ), ...seg x y−1 (s x y−1 , s x y ). Each segment only needs to deploy a virtual source node, a virtual destination node and a virtual link. Furthermore, the virtual node mapping has been converted to an augmented link selection in augmented network. The virtual link mapping will be completed by choosing the embedding path on augmented network. What we need to do is to determine a path from augmented source to augmented destination which has the minimal number of open nodes. After that we determine all segments deployments and connect the mapped paths into a whole path, then we carry out the optimal service chain deployment.
IV. MIXED INTEGER PROGRAMMING FORMULATION FOR SERVICE CHAIN ASSIGNMENT
A service chain deployment problem can be formulated as a Mixed Integer Linear Program. As we have mentioned above, we divide each arrived service chain into multiple SC segments, then we search for an optimum deployment path for each SC segments to minimize the number of open substrate nodes in the augmented network. The deployment path can be made up of a splitted path along with setting the E x uv as a continuous variable.
Variables: E x uv : A continuous variable, denotes the ratio of total amount of flow from u to v on the substrate edge (u,v) to the whole flow of x th service chain s x .
O i : A binary variable, the value being 1 represents that the i th substrate node is open; else the i th substrate node is unactivated.
Energy Model: As discussed in [29] , different power states have close relationship with the energy consumption of a substrate node, thus we introduce a power state attribute (on/off) to the substrate node. In the off mode, the energy consumption of the substrate node is negligible since it is in a sleep state, which may be exploited to turn on if needed. On the other hand, when the active node is set, the server works on its full performance, and the energy consumption is the same as the full rate working energy consumption.
Actually turning nodes into off mode and bringing them back to normal operation will lead to minute energy consumption, we call it wear-and-tear cost. As presented in [25] , the wear-and-tear cost can be defined as a function that linearly depends on the number of nodes that are turnedon/off and a monetary term β as follows: β |M − M p |, where M is the number of active nodes in current time slot that corresponds to the subset of open nodes, M p is the number of active nodes in previous time slot, and β is an average monetary weight. Moreover, the study [31] shows that on average the open nodes consumes approximately 70% of the total energy consumption, only 30% of energy caused by tuning on/off nodes. In our solution, we consider assigning open nodes to service chain requests as much as possible instead of frequently turn on the off arbitrary nodes, which reducing the wear-and-tear cost by reusing the open nodes. Then the amount of difference between M and M p may be small, and the wear-and-tear cost is relatively minute that it is not considered in our formulation.
Hence, in our model, we focus on the energy consumption caused by active nodes, not considering the wear-and-tear cost into formulation and reducing it by reusing open nodes to avoid switching state of nodes. Each virtual node need an open substrate node to play the network function. What needs to be emphasized is that the energy consumed by virtual nodes is depend on the amount of embedded substrate nodes, instead of the amount of virtual nodes. For multiple of virtual nodes to be embedded, if there is a substrate node that can hold all the virtual nodes, then they can be employed on the substrate node and the energy consumption will be the energy of running one substrate node expends. While if these nodes are employed on the different nodes, then the energy consumption will be the sum of energy of running multiple substrate nodes expend. Therefore, giving priority for open nodes to hold the network function and controlling the number of active nodes in the substrate network are the import challenges for service chain placement. We formulate the operation cost needed to serve service chains as the amount of power consumption of all active nodes, using a linear function
Objective:
The objective of the MILP function (1) tries to minimize the number of open nodes along the employment path of SC segment in the augmented network, the sum of all value of O i is the number of open nodes on augmented network. If every SC segment is optimized, then the whole service chain deployment gets optimized. We denote the value of the whole flow of SC segment on employed path as B.
Constraints:
Constraint sets (2) and (3) 
Constraint sets (5), (6) , and (7) refer to the flow conservation conditions, which denote that the network flow to a node is zero, except for the source node o x y and the sink node t x y .
• Routing constraints
Constraint sets (8)- (11) refer to the antecedent necessity of virtual nodes employment, they ensure that the SC segment seg x y must get a correspondent substrate node to host the source node o x y or destination node t x y and the direction of the embedded path is from source to the destination.
• Domain Constraints:
In splitted path:
Constraint sets (12) decide that the employed path is splitted. Constraint sets (13) and (14) 
V. A SERVICE CHAIN CONSTRAINED MINIMUM-COST FLOW (SC-MCF) ALGORITHM
In this section we propose a service chain constrained Minimum-Cost Flow(SC-MCF) Algorithm including algorithm pre-preparation and formal algorithm two parts. The min-cost flow algorithm is an optimization and decision problem to find the minimal cost path with a certain amount of flow in a directed bidirectional network. The min-cost flow problem needs three elements: (a) the path to be solved by this algorithm is from a single source to a single destination, (b) each edge on the network have a cost weight and a bandwidth capacity, and (c) the path to be solved by this algorithm is a path whose whole flow satisfies the bandwidth requirement of the request and the cost is the minimal.
A. CONSTRUCTION OF NETWORK FLOW MODEL
For converting an augmented network to a flow network which supports the operation of max-cut, constructing a network flow model is part of the SC-MCF algorithm. The augmented network graph can be considered as an undirected unweighted graph where each edge has its bandwidth capacity and each node has its running state and CPU capacity.
While the network flow model is that every edge has a bandwidth capacity B edge and a cost weight C edge . The capacity of an edge on network flow model can be set based on the bandwidth capacity of an edge from augmented network.
Since we aim to reduce the number of open nodes on the network, thus, we set the cost weight based on the running state of nodes. If a node is open, it should have a low cost weight, else, it has a high cost weight. What we need to do is to convert an augmented network to a Minimal-Cost Flow model, the measures include changing the undirected augmented network to a directed network and converting the running state of nodes to cost weight of edges in new network flow model.
(1) Firstly we deal with the cost weight of the new model. We set a high cost weight C node = h for each closed substrate node and set a low cost weight C node = l for each open substrate node, because the open nodes do not need extra energy to start and run while the closed nodes do. The augmented-nodes are always set open. We also set a common cost weight C edge = b for each edge in augmented network. Now, an undirected unweighted augmented graph becomes an undirected weighted graph. (2) Secondly, we deal with the capacity of new model. After the operation in above (1), we have converted an augmented network shown in Fig.5 to a network where the nodes have cost weight and the edges are undirected and have capacity. Next, for each edge belonging to original substrate network, we give each undirected edge which is not augmented-link with two directed and direction-opposite edges. We set capacity of them by bandwidth capacity of edge B edge and set weight by constant b. For each augmented-link, we give each undirected edge a direction which flows from the source nodes to its candidate node or flows from candidate node of destination node to itself. We set the capacity to infinite and set weight to constant b. This procedure is shown in Fig.6 .
(3) Thirdly, all nodes have cost weight and all edges are directed and have capacity on the augmented network. Then, we replace each node having cost weight with two nodes, one representing the come-in access Node in and the other one representing come-out access Node out as shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8 , and an edge from come-in node to comeout node. The capacity of the edge between come-in and come-out node is set by infinite and the cost weight of it is set by the cost of the original node. Then the converted network is shown in grey in Fig.9 . An undirected and unweighted graph becomes a directed and weighted graph. From the above illustration, we can know that the embedment problem is exactly a Minimum-Cost Flow problem satisfying its three criteria.
By converting the augmented network into a directed and weighted network, our optimization proposal can be used to find a splitted path with the minimum cost that its whole flow meets the bandwidth constraints and the source and destination nodes can host the VNFs of the SC segment.
B. MODEL AND SOLUTION
In this paper, we adopt the Edmonds-Karp algorithm to solve the SC-MFC problem. The optimum path must be a path with minimal cost and enough capacity. The Edmonds-Karp while f (P) = d, do: do 9: a)Take a zero-flow P as original feasible flow; 10: b)If f (P) = d, print P, End; else, to c); 11: c)construct a augmented flow network E(P) for P, if there is a flow path P , ∃P , o P = o, t P = t, use Edmonds-Karp to get a min-cost path P , to d); else there is no flow path P , the problem has no feasible flow, End; 12: d)min c(P ) is the minimum of capacity of path P , let θ = min{c(P ), d − c(P)}, get increment network of E(P ) for P, the amount is θ, to a); 13: end while 14: end while 15: End algorithm applies the cycle canceling and augmenting path mainly. The cycle canceling is a primal method for the minimal cost flows with applications to the assignment and transportation problems. The SC-MCF Algorithm is presented above.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first introduce our evaluation environment and then present our main evaluation results. Our evaluation focuses on the performance of the SC-MCF (Service Chain constrained Min-Cost Flow) Algorithm as it decreases energy consumption by reducing the quantity of open substrate nodes and increases resource utilization and acceptance ratio by providing splitted paths for requests. In our evaluation, we have compared four algorithms, including our proposed SC-MCF Algorithm, classic Shortest Path Algorithm [14] without minimizing open nodes and considering splitted path, Cost-Aware Shortest Path Algorithm only with minimizing open nodes and Regular Network Flow Algorithm only with considering splitted paths.
A. SIMULATION SETTINGS
The simulation environment is based on Java code. For the physical network we use EasyNet and GrNet topology from the Internet Topology Zoo. The CPU of the substrate nodes and bandwidth resources of the links are real numbers uniformly distributed between 50 to 100. We assume that VN requests arrive in a Poisson process with an average rate of λ VN requests per unit of time. Each request has an exponentially distributed lifetime with an average µ units of time, and the length of a request is randomly determined by a uniform distribution between 2 and 10. The average VN connectivity is fixed at 50%. The CPU requirements of virtual nodes are real numbers uniformly distributed between 0 to 10 and the bandwidth requirements of virtual links are uniformly distributed between 0 to 30. The VNF type of each virtual node is selected randomly from 10 types of VNFs. 
1) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We use several performance metrics for evaluation purposes in our experiments. We measure the average amount of open nodes and average acceptance ratio for virtual service chains over time. The acceptance ratio is the ratio of amount of serviced requests to amount of arrived requests. In all these cases we plot the performance metrics to show how each of these algorithms actually perform in the long run. We summarize our key observation in the following graphs. Fig.10 depicts the performance of the algorithms when λ = 4.0, µ = 9 and the length of a request is 9.
(1) Minimizing the number of open nodes leads to less open nodes and higher acceptance ratio. Fig.10(a) and (b) depict that our proposed SC-MCF Algorithm generates less open nodes than the Regular Network Flow Algorithm. The Shortest Path Algorithm needs to occupy more substrate nodes than the Min-Cost Shortest Path Algorithm. The lower the number of open nodes, the more available residual capacity the other nodes remain. Then the network has a bigger chance to serve more service chains to generate higher acceptance ratio. From Fig.10(c) and (d) , the SC-MCF Algorithm has higher acceptance ratio than Regular Network Flow Algorithm, and the Min-Cost-Shortest-Path Algorithm has better performance than the Shortest-Path Algorithm in acceptance ratio.
(2) Splitted path mapping increases acceptance ratio and decreases the number of open nodes. From Fig.10(a) Fig.10(c) and (d) , and the Regular Network Flow Algorithm creates higher acceptance ratio than the Shortest Path Algorithm.
(3) The SC-MCF Algorithm performs much better than the other algorithms because it decreases energy by choosing the open nodes to embedded path preferentially and highly utilizes the fragmented resources by adopting the splitted paths strategy. The low number of open nodes makes the network to maintain enough available resources and the splitted path strategy utilizes the network resources as much as possible in that regard. By synthesizing these two aspects, SC-MCF Algorithm has more energy and resources to serve more service chains. It can be seen from Fig.10 that the SC-MCF Algorithm has the highest acceptance ratio and has the highest utilization of the resources.
2) SIMULATION RESULT a: IMPACT OF LENGTH OF SERVICE CHAINS
We first check how the comparison schemes adapt to different lengths of service chains. We tested eight values of length of requests from 2 to 9 while the λ = 4.0 and µ = 9. We considered using the same requests set S, each request s x in S have |s x | which is an average of µ. The length of a service chain denoted by number of VNFs has an impact on the network resources. The results are shown in Fig.11 , and we can deduce that the performance of the algorithms are falling as the length of service chains increases. The Shortest Path Algorithm performed the worst in this regard, in Fig.11(a) and (b) , it has the most of open nodes. In Fig.11(a) and (b), Shortest Path algorithm presents the lowest acceptance ratio. This is because, the Shortest Path algorithm optimizes links mapping and nodes mapping separately without saving energy or utilizing resources. The Cost-aware Shortest Path Algorithm is outperformed by the SC-MCF Algorithm, because the Cost-aware Shortest Path Algorithm does not make use of the fragmented resources. The Regular Network Flow Algorithm considering embedding to splitted paths contribute less open nodes and high acceptance ratio than the Shortest Path Algorithm to a certain extent, while ignoring reducing energy consumption makes it less effective when compared to the SC-MCF Algorithm. The SC-MCF Algorithm outperforms the other algorithms and maintains a relatively stable state, even with requests that have long length. This is due to the fact that our strategy minimizes the number of open nodes and ensures that requests are placed on a minimal cost flow path splitted, hence saving energy and resources for the next requests.
b: IMPACT OF THE LIFETIME OF REQUESTS
We further check the performance of the comparison schemes as the lifetime of requests, varies from 2 to 9 unit of times. We set λ = 4.0 and the length of request is set to 9 as shown in Fig.12 . For all the algorithms, as the lifetime of request increases, the number of open nodes increases as well, while the acceptance ratio decreases. This is due to the fact that if the lifetime of request is longer, the time of request holding the resources will be more longer as well, then the number of network available resources will be less. Note that our algorithm still outperforms other algorithms when the lifetime of requests become longer. The SC-MCF Algorithm considers employing requests to splitted paths, thus the links with a small amount of bandwidth can still transfer packets to available nodes, hence utilizing more resources. We can see that the SC-MCF has higher acceptance ratio than the Costaware Shortest Path Algorithm even for the requests with long lifetime. Because of the adoption of splitted path, the Regular Network Flow Algorithm has better performance than the Shortest Path Algorithm and performs a gentle change even when there are many long lifetime requests. The Cost-aware Shortest Path Algorithm is better than the Shortest Path Algorithm, because the Cost-aware Shortest Path Algorithm considers saving energy by minimizing the number of open nodes and shares the already open nodes. On the same note, we can deduce that the SC-MCF Algorithm outperforms the Regular Network Flow Algorithm.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the important problem of network function virtualization embedding with energy and resources consumption optimization concurrently. To tackle this problem, we considered employing service chains to splitted paths to make most use of fragmented resources and reducing the energy consumption by limiting the number of activated substrate nodes on the embedded path. More specifically, we considered dividing a service chain into SC segments and constructed an augmented network to employ them before embedding. Following the above guidance, we formulated the embedment on augmented network as a Mixed Integer Linear Flow Program(MILP) to minimize the number of open nodes, with binary constraints on nodes and continuous constraints on flows. To simplify the problem of solving an MILP, we constructed a network flow model with cost weight based on the state of substrate nodes on an augmented network. We then proposed a Min-Cost Flow Algorithm to find a splitted path with minimal cost weight. The simulation results demonstrate that our proposed SC-MCF algorithm minimized the number of open nodes in the network and embedded the service chains to a splitted path in coordination with nodes and links mapping. Our algorithm performed much better in this regard when compared to other algorithms. However, the advantages of the time required for the operation of the algorithm are still not obvious enough, and need to be further improved. Thus, we will focus on improving the delay of the algorithm in our future works.
